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Mark Lane To Speak
Mr. Mark Lane, former
defense attorney for Lee Harvey
Oswald, the accused assasin of
President John F. Kennedy, will
lecture at Armstrong on his
experiences and his theories
concerning the Kennedy slaying.
The lecture, entitled "Who
KiUed J.F.K.? A Rush to
Judgement", will be given at the
Memorial Student Center at
7:30 p.rn. on November 22 and
is free and open to the public.
Mr. Lane, who wrote the
book Rush 10 Judgemenl and
helped produce the film by the
samename, feels that the Warren
Report inadequately explored
the Kennedy assassination. and
has found many discrepancies
and omissions of fact in the
report during his own
investigations.
Another interesting fact
corroborating Mr. Lane's story is
thai, in the three-year period
which followed the murder of
President Kennedy and Lee
Harvey Oswald, eighteen
material witnesses died· six by
gunfire, three in motor
accidents, two by suicide, one
from a cut throat, one from a
karate chop to the neck, three
from heart attacks, and two
from naturaJ causes. An actuary
engaged by the London Sunday
Times concluded that on
November 22, 1963, the odds
against these witnesses being
dead by February, 1967, were
one hundred thousand trillion to
one.
Mr. Lane feels that Kennedy's
assassination, along with those
of several others, was the work
of a group of people, not just
one man. Students attending the
lecture will have a chance to
view the shocking Zapruder film,
which corroborates Mr. Lane's
hypothesis that Kennedy was
shot by at least two gunmen.
This film has never been publicly
released before.
At 8:00 p.m. on Saturday,
students will have the
opportunity to view a movie
based on Mr. Lane's theories.
"Executive Action" will be
shown in the Memorial College
Center. Mark Lane: Oswald was not alone.
Editor Of Inkwell
Goes Before The Publications Board
The Publications Board met
Thursday, November 14 to hear
complain ts against the Inkwell.
The Board consists of four
administrators, two faculty
members, and five students
including Tom Puckett, the
Editor of the Inkwell, The first
part of the meeting was also
attended by several of the
complaintants and several
members of the Inkwell staff.
The purpose of the mee ting
was to hear two separate
complaints by students
concerning material "that has
appeared or has not appeared in
the paper. Cathy Derst presented
the first complain t on behalf of
Alpha Gamma- Delta sorority.
The complaint concerned the
Column Rocky in the November
8 issue of the Inkwell. In her
letter of complaint: Miss Derst
stated that letter number 3 of
the above mentioned issue of the
Inkwell "was entirely
unnecessary and this type of
facetiousness should be excluded
from the Inkwell."
I
Rene Romagosa reads charges against the Inkwell at the first Publications Board meeting in
Armstrong history.
•
The second complaint was
brought by Rene Romagosa.
Debra Brewton spoke first
concerning comments made by
T. K. Wallace after letters to the
editor. The situation involved
concerned a cartoon published
by the paper that was followed
up by several letters to the
editor and other articles on the
subject of religious faith. Miss
Brewton felt that the paper had
no right to prin t comments after
letters to the editor.
Steve McNeil spoke nex t
concerning the lack of coverage
that he felt the paper had been
giving to Intercollegiate
Athletics and Intramurals. Mr.
McNeil felt that Armstrong's
basketball team deserved more
coverage than the recent
coverage of women's spor~s at
Armstrong.
Me. Romagosa spoke
concerning examples of what he
felt were anti- fraternity bias
expressed by the paper. Mr.
Romagosa cited a letter byMark
Worsham to the paper that
criticized the paper's anti-Greek
spirit. The letter was followed
by a comment to see a later page
in the paper that contained a
photo essay on some of the
beneficial work done by two of
the fraternities during
Halloween. Mr. Romagosa felt
that the paper had intentionally
delayed the publishing of the
letter for one week to discredit
it.
Mr. Puckett replied first to
the charges of Me. McNeil. The
editor felt that the paper did
give adequate coverage to sports.
A difficulty acknowledged by
both Mr. Puckett and Mr.
McNeil was the lack of
coordination between the editor,
the sports editor, and the
Athletic Department.
T. )(. Wallace answered the
charges of Debra Brewton. Mr.
Wallace cited the various
religious articles published by
the paper. He stated that it was
his feeling that the comments in
his articles and following letters
to the editor were designed as
constructive criticism.
Mr. Puckett answered Mr.
Romagosa's charges by stating
that tlte photo essay of Pi Kappa
Alpha was planned before the
letter by Mark Worsham was
received and published. Mr.
Wallace noted that he lost the
letter after receiving it but found
it in time for publication in the
next issueof the paper.
Finally, Me. Puckett answered
the charges of Alpha Gamma
Delta by stating that he had
intended the Iette r in Rocky to
be "facetious." He stated that he
had not intended for the letter
to be taken personally, but he
did agree that in the future he
should be more careful of the
names he chose. Mr. Puckett also
stated that he would publish a
Continued with photo -essa y on
pages [0&11
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The new face in the Dental Hygiene
Department belongs to Emma Ann Theresa
Thomson, new clinical instructor for
freshman and sophomores. Having
graduated from Armstrong with an
Associate Degree in Dental Hygiene in
1972, Ms. Thomson is now completing
work on her Bachelors Degree in the same
field, and also teaches the lecture course
"Fundamentals of Dental Hygiene."
.G{1(j~ <§)W01AC]?~
LUCK 0' THE IRISH
RUNNING OUT?
Dr. Tim O'Higgins, a
professor of psychology at
Armstrong, may be denied a
work permit from the
Department of Labor. State law
requires the hiring of qualified
and available citizens •. Dr.
O'Higgins is an Irishman.
Prior to Dr. O'Higgins'
employment, the position he
now fills was advertised
nationally. Of the fifty
respondants, less than one-half
fit the requirements. Of the six
asked to be interviewed, three
carne. Of those three, Dr.
O'Higgins was found to be the
most qualified.
An Industrial Social
Psychologist, Dr. O'Higgins has
been teaching at Armstrong on a
student visa since September of
1973. Upon expiration of his
visa this past summer, he then
applied for his work permit. A
reapplication for the permit was.
required because of
misinformation from the local
Immigration Department and
Dr. Sei Young Rhee is the latest addition to
the faculty of ASCs political science
department. Having received his Ph.D. in
political science from the University of
Missouri-Columbia, Dr. Rhee now instructs
Armstrong students in the fields of
comparative politics, public administration,
and American government.
the lack of specificity of the
initial job of description.
The decision of the
Department of Labor will soon
be handed down. For the sake of
quality education instead of
quota ruling, let's all hope for a
positive decision.
TOO FAR TO WALK,
TOO HARD TO PARK
The Senate Traffic
Committee wishes to announce
that all parking along the sides
of Science Drive is prohibited.
Also, parking along the sides of
Arts Drive near Abercom
Expressway is prohibited.
Campus security guards will
begin ticketing cars next week.
If you wish to appeal a ticket,
Traffic Committee hearings are
held every Friday at 10:30 in




The Armstrong chapter of the
Student Association of
Educators will meet Wednesday,
Nov. 20 at 12:30 in Victor,
Room 102. The SAE has elected
officers for the 1974-75 school










Committee, Polly Bush. The
faculty advisor is Dr. Adeline Z.
Barber. The regular meetings will
start again winter quarter, and
will be on the third Wednesday
of the month at 12:30 in 102
Victor Hall.
IT'S YOUR MOVE!
ASC Chess Club members
elected Dennis Butler and Jim
Linthicum group President and
Treasurer, respectively, at the
first meeting of the new quarter.
On Saturday, October 26, the
Chess Club sponsored a
Swiss-style toumame"..! for all
Please see page 5
Plan To Place Student
On Board Of Regents
suggestion was that such a
person could inform SAC
members of the Regents' agenda
before meetings, provide SAC
members with minutes of
Regent meetings, act as an
investigator for SAC between
meetings, and serve as a liason
for SAC with various
departments of the State
government. Such a person
would be hired by SAC and
serve at SAC's discretion.
Another proposal .by the
subcommittee for more
immediate means of
strengthening the student voice
in Regent matters was that SAC
representatives approach the
governor for appointment of a
student to one of the fifteen
Regent positions now
established.
Senator Ballard's plan for an
execu tive secretary was
en thusiastically received by the
student leaders present. The plan
to approach the governor for
"appointment of a student to one
of the fifteen Regent positions
now established.
Senator Ballard's plan for an
execu tive secretary was
enthusiastically received by the
student leaders present. The plan
to approach the governor for an
appointment of a student to an
existing position met with much
debate from the student leaders.
The students' objections to
the appoin tmen t by the
governor centered around the
seven-year term Regents now
serve and the idea that this
would not be a guaranteed
studen t position but could be
changed back with a change in
governors or the governor's
outlook.
The su bcommittee did not set
a date for a recommendation but
Senator Ed Zipperer, Chairman
(District 3), did make a
statement that be would like to
have a recommendation ready
for the next legislative session.
The proposed plan to place a
student member on the Board of
Regents of the University
System of Georgia received a
strong boost last Wednesday
when eleven student body
presidents from throughout the




very receptive - to our
testimony," commented
Armstrong Student Body
President Glenn Amsdorff, one
of the eleven student leaders to
testify. "The subcommittee
made it clear, however, that our
testimony was only a part nf the
investigatory work being
performed by that body." .
The appearance by the eleven
students before the
subcommittee was the start of a
drive by the Stu den t Advisory
Council to the Board of Regents
(SAC) to have a constitutional
amendment placed on the next
statewide ballot to create a
student position on the Board of
Regents. The next step is a
SAC-sponsored petition drive,
currently underway, to gain
student and community support
for the concept of a student
regent.
According to Amsdorff, the
subcommittee seemed interested
in improving the student voice in
matters of the Regents as soon
as possible. The earliest the
proposed constitutional
amendment (that would create a
Student Regent) could be voted
on would be in 1976. Several
su bcommi ttee members
suggested current moves that
could be made by SAC to
strengthen student input into
Board of Regent polciies.
Senator Don Ballard (District
4) suggested that SAC draw up a
billto be presented to the state
legislator for funding of an
execu tive secre tary position
responsible to SAC. Ballard's
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Curriculum Changes Coming
Une of the most important course to students who
committees in the Student successfully , complete the
Senate is the Curriculum composition sequence (English
Committee. It makes many 121·122), but who fail the
suggestions to improve the Rising Junior - Exam for the
curriculum at Armstrong. To second time: /student would be
learn more about the recent given two chances to pass the
activities of the committee, the Rising Junior Exam; if the
Inkwell talked with Cecilia student fails the second time, he
Hunter, one of the student must seek assistance from the
members. Academic Skills Laboratory
The last meeting of the and/or the Department of
Curriculum Committee was on Languages and Literature.
October 30, 1974. At that time, Representatives from the
Dean Adams explained that the Department of Fine Arts moved
Regent's Office had stated that to recommend to the faculty the
"no new academic programs addition of five new music
from these two colleges courses. Three of these courses
(Armstrong and Savannah State) are intended to be a sequence:
will be approved until there is a Music 425, 426, and 427 are
clear indication of how the two proposed to deal with
colleges will be implementing conduction of orchestras. These
the integration compliance courses would survey orchestral
plan." The Duplication literature from the baroque
Committee of the two colleges is period through the twentieth
now studying how the century. The courses would be
compliance plan will be offered fall, winter, and spring
implemented. Until the quarters, and would be open to
integration plan is approved, the students with a junior status.
proposed programs may be
cleared within each college and
may be made ready for
su bmission to the Regents
Office. The proposals will
probably be submitted sometime
in 1975.
On October 30, the
Curriculum Committee approved
several curriculum changes. It
was the opinion of those present
that a new speech Course should
be offered. The proposed course
is Speech 342, or Advanced
Acting. If approved, it will be
offered on demand. The
prerequisites are English 121 and
at least two credit hours in
Speech 227. The course may be
described as "an intensive study
of characterization and styles of
acting from several points:
historical, critical, practical,
theoretical, and experimental."
The emphasis will be on
development of performance
skills.
It was decided at the meeting
to offer a remedial reading
_':.<lc:ll.
A flick or two of a talented wrist and Presto it's "Ron Art" from Ron Edwards.
RovingArtist Entertains Students
You may remember seeing a
gentleman wearing a
paint-spattered hat and overalis
in the MCC a couple of weeks
back. His name is Ron Edwards,
and many people refer to him as
"Amazing Ron." He started
painting his waterfalls about two
years ago, on the night before an
art show on the Boardwalk in
Atlantic City, New Jersey, and
has been at it ever since.
Ron works with oil paints
only, and creates waterfalls,
swamps. and marsh scenes with a
few nicks of his palette knife on
paint-coated canvas. "I had
always played around with
paints. Within time, I perfected
my technique. h wasn't until
later on that I found out I was
pain ting the simplicity of the
swamps."
Ron has worked in shopping
malls all around the United
States, and has just recently
begun appearing at colleges. He
has found that each part of the
country demands a different
'color when it comes to people's
tastes in paintings. "People have
a set pattern of life that they
foliow, and different colors
reflect those patterns. For
example, Phil (philadelphia) is
purples and reds, especially reds.
Blues are basic to the whole
country, especially in the
waterfalls I do. People like
purples, though."
Senate News
The Senate met Monday and .
discussed a series of committee"
reports. The Ad Hoc Committee
investigating student representa-
tion on Faculty Committee re-
ported that the Committee, in
consultation with Dean Propst,
decided that student represents-
tives on the executive committee
of the faculty were not appro-
priate. The Ad Hoc Committee
also reported that the Senate
should try to get representatives
on the Admissions, Academic
Standing, and Financial Aid Com-
mittees.
The Finance Committee re-
ported that it had reviewed the
expenditures of the InkweU and
was in the process of reviewing
the expenditures of other organi-
zations.
Carol Dixon of the Fine Arts
Committee requested $3,000 for
a Concert series of which $J 500
was to be a loan. The Finance
Committee recommended that
only $1500 be appropriated. This
matter will be voted upon next
Monday in the Senate. Some dis-
cussion in the Senate centered on
the misunderstanding concerning
the BAM appropriation. The Fi-
nance Committee will meet again
Friday at 12:30 p.m. in the
faculty lounge.
In other committee reports,
the traffic committee> reported
that 2 - ten minu te parking
places are being established from
2 faculty parking places near the
new studen t cen ter. The Curri-
culum committee will meet Wed-
nesday, Nov. 20 at 12:30 p.m. in
Conference Rm. A of the Ad-
ministra tion Building.
The Student Services Corn-
mittee reported that it is look-
ing into the possibility of having
the bookstore sell used books.
The committee also recommend-
ed that a letter be sent to Dr.
Harris in the Chemistry Dept.
and to Dr. Pendexter in the
English Dept. asking these depart-
ment heads to explain why they
have listed STAFF in the pro-
fessor position for lower divis-
ion courses in the Winter 1975
Schedule of Classes. This recom-
mendation was approved by the
Senate.
As with his colors, Ron also
chooses his background music to
fit the mood of the community.
The sounds stimulate him, and
help allract people to his work
area. While at Armstrong, he
played a lot of Alice Coltrain,
although he could have easily
switched to anything from opera
to Lawrence Welk.
He admits .that his lifestyle is
unusual: "I work whenever I
wan t, wherever I wan 1. .. " He
has a bright outlook on life:
"Every night I die, and the next
morning I'm reborn. That's what
keeps me going. I accomplish
what 1 can today. Tomorrow is
another chance."
Ron received a lot of
enthusiastic response from
people during the two days that
he was here, and hopes to return
sometime next year, if things go
well. But now he' is on the road
again, looking for another place
to share his talent.
Two other music courses
were considered. Music 481
(Advanced Conducting
Techniques) would be offered
on demand. The prerequisite for
the course is Music 381
(Conducting). An honors course,
Music 210, was discussed.
Under the Departmen t of
History and Political Science, a
new degree was proposed and a
curricuiumchange for political
science majors was considered.
The proposed degree is entitled
Public Administration and
Urban Affairs. It would involve
courses in political science,
math, computer science, and
"pre-arranged related fields."
There was also a suggested
revision of the language
requirements for political/
science majors. It was proposed
that four computer science
courses could be taken in lieu of
the twenty quarter hours
currently required in foreign
langua~e.
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You May Be Zapped By A Zeppelin
Dire Dirigibles OnDrawing Board
If you thought the era of the
lighter-than-air ship ended with
the spectacular crash of the
Hindenburg in 1937, the U.S.
Navy has a few surprises for you.
I magine the following
scenario: It's the early 1980's.
The oil situation is critical.
Suddenly, a Mideast sheikdom
cuts off its supply to the U.S.
Immediately the U.S. lands tons
of equipment and troops from a
fleet of blimps, When the sheik's
small air force tries to resist, the
blimps launch a barrage of
protective fire including the
latest in missiles and
roboi-piloted planes.
The sheik moves to cu t off
railroad links and seize tanker
ports. But such efforts prove
futile when a squadron of
mammoth LTAs (lighter. than-air
ships) -- each a mile long and
specially fitted for heavy lift
capacity - descend upon the oil
fields. Millions of cubic feet of
valuable natural gas are quickly
pumped into the giants and
evacuated out of reach.
Meanwhile, back at home, an
armanda of U.S. Navy LTAs
patrols the nation's coasts ready
to detect and smash incoming
ICBMs in' rnidcourse trajectory,
and other blimps silently patrol
the world's oceans, tracking
enemy missile submarines. If the
sheik's allies attack, this fleet of
missile-armed blimps can zap a
surface ship or destory an enemy
sub at a moment's notice.
Fantastic as such scenarios
seem, there is nothing imaginary-
about the commitment of talent
and money by aerospace
companies, working closely with
the Navy, to develop the airship
conoept. Airships float through
the air because they are filled
with lighter-than-air gas - helium
- contained in either a rigid hull
(a dirigible) or a flexibile balloon
(a blimp).
At a little-noticed workshop
held last month in Mon terey,
California, 200 Navy
technicians, NASA seientists and
aerospaoe engineers from 30
companies showed up to discuss
not only future blimp potential,
but also a surprising array of
projects already underway.
Item: Operations Research
Inc. of Silver Spring, Maryland,
reoently completed a study for
the Chief of Naval Operations
comparing the airship to the Air
Force's Lockheed C-SA
transport jumbo jet. The huge
jet is currently used for overseas
troop ana heavy equipment
airlifts. But from the beginning
it has been plagued with
technical difficulties: cost
overruns, and the label of
"boondoggle." For years, U. S.
military commanders have been
searching for more efficient
methods of rapidly moving
maS:Slve amounts of men, heavy
equipment and supplies to
trouble spots around the world.
"Airships, which can carry
heavier loads on less fuel, may
be the answer," says Richard S.
Stone, LTA engineer for Arthur
D. Little, Co. "Suppose," he
continues, "the U.S. had to
move into an area with no
airfields or transportation
networks, perhaps some remote
part of a third world country.
Airships could reach such
destinations non-stop from the
U.S."




"hy brid" airship developed by
NASA working with the
Megalifter Company of Goleta,
California. This ~ybrid airship
will be an awesome whale-like
craft 650 feet in length. Along
with automatic flight controls
and computer management, it
will feature jet engines for speed,
wings and other components
from the C-SA transport. This
monster craft could carry a
cargo load of from 400,000
pounds to a staggering
1,500,008 pounds. It could thus
shuttle tanks, heavy artillery,
helicopters, grain, oil rigs and
even nuclear reactors.
Item: Aerospace
Developments Co. of- London
has been orking with the Shell
Oil Co. for three years on a
1,800 foot long rigid airship that
could transport 84 million cubic
feet of natural gas. Shell Oil is
seeking a method cheaper and
safer than pipelines and ships to
move natural gas, particularly in
areas of "high poli tical
instability."
The rigid airship has not been
considered a combat weapon
since the Red Baron days of
World War I. But reoent
improvements in flight control
technology and weather
prediction have changed the
outlook. Whilestill vulnerable to
attack and damage, the LTA
might have an acceptable rate of
survivability especially : if it is
equipped with recently
developed missiles and electronic
defensive systems. Like the C-SA
transport and the Navy's aircraft
carriers, the LTA would
function behind a protective
unbrella of escort weaponry.
LTA engineer Stone told
Pacific News that airships may
be superior to conventional
planes and ships when it comes
to tracking enemy
missile-carrying submarines. An
airship could search large areas
of ocean more methodicaUy and
economically, he claimed, than
currently used ships and planes.
It could refuel less frequently
and could employ more
sophisticated sensor detectors.
Cruising silently above the sea,
the airship could track the
enemy submarine undetected by
the sub's own sound sensitive
defenses, which otherwise easily
monitor regular ships and
aircraft.
But why limit blimps to
surveillanoe when they can join
IfYou Don't Want To Ride ATurkey.
Bike-Buyers Beware!
Bikes are on plenty of
Christmas lists. But, bike buyer,
better beware! The number of
bike accidents, along with bike
sales, is skyrocketing.
Industry experts report that
over one million children and
adults are injured in biking
accidents every year. In 1973




As of January 1st, bicycles
sold in interstate commerce will
be required to have these
••
safeguards: reflectors on front,
back, sides, and pedals,
protected edges on metal fenders
and coverings; 'ocking devices to
secure wheel hubs to frame,
handlebar, seat, and stem
clamps; chain guards for bikes
who", pedals cannot be reversed
to free caught clothing; brakes
capable of stopping a bike
within IS fee l-
In addition, the bicycle
frame, steering system, and
wheels will have to meet
requirements and tests for safe
construction, effectiveness,
strength, and perforrnanoe. If
you buy before these standards
are in operation, be careful.
To make bike· riding even
safer, the Federal Highway
Administration is encouraging
stages to use Federal funds to
build new bikeways.
Biking is a pollution-free way
to travel. Better biking is one
way to cut car exhaust and fight
air pollution. It can also be fun,
healthy, and cheap. Above all, it
should be safe.
And while you're fighting
pollution on your new bike,
remember: another way to help
in the same figh t is to answer
your Christmas Seal letter from
the Georgia Lung Association.
Christmas Seals fight air
pollution, emphysema, TB, and




in actual battle? According to
Be njamin B.· Levitt of
Operations Research Inc. an
airship could be equipped with
missiles and armed with
remotely piloted planes. After
tracking its quarry thousands of
miles undetected, the blimp
could suddenly attack a
submarine with a modified
version of Honeywell's Asroc
missile, or a surface ship with a
McDonnell Douglas Harpoon
missile. Levitt also envisionsthe
possibility of using airships as
anti-ballistic missile platforms.
An airship with fancy radar
would detect an incomingICBM
and blast it with an ABMof its
own.
For years no more than a
Goodyear tire advertisement,the
blimp may soon become.a pawn
in the struggle between the Navy
and the Air Force for defense
budget supremacy. if the navy
can actually develop a cheap,
lighter-than-air ship big enough
to compete with the Air Force',
Lockheed C-SA, it will have
successfully challenged the Air
Force in its own skyways and
placed itself squarely in line for
a bigger pieoe of the defensepie.
Already the dominant service,
• the Navy sees a number of
additional bonuses if it can get
the .green light for full speed
development of the blimp.
According to AviationWeekand
Space Technology, the aerospace
industry's trade magazine, the
Navy is interested in airship'
because they. would not
necessarily have to be built by
aerospace companies. Instead,
they could be constructed at
Naval shipyards that have been
closed due to lack ofwork.
Perhaps more important, the
blimp would help solidify the
Navy's leading position m
America's counter-insurgency
planning for the 1970'sand 80's.
Such novel blimp inventionsasa
helicopter balloon (already on
the drawing boards) would
facilitate the Navy's ability to
make quick amphibious landings
anywhere in the world.Thenthe
Navy, rather than theAir'Force,
would be called upon to
spearhead super-fa,t
. interventions in the

















Classes which meet at 8: 30 A.M.
and Periods 20, 21, 23, and 24.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER
Classes which meet at
10:30 A.M. and Periods
32 and 33.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER S
Classes which meet at 9:30




Classes which meet at II:30 A.M.
and Periods 34, 35, and 36. Classes which meet at
I :30 P.M. and Period
41.
Classes which meet at 12:30
PM. and Period 40.
3:00
P.M.
Classes which meet at 2: 30
PM. and Period 42. Classes which meet at
4:30P.M.
Classes which mee tat 3: 30
P.M. and Period 43.
EVENING CLASSES
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 6
6:00 P.M. Classes which meet at 6:00 P.M. on Tuesday and Thursday
WEDNESDA Y, DECEMBER 4
6:00 P.M. Classes which meet at 6:00 P.M. on Monday and Wednesday.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5
6:00 P.M. Classes which meet at 8: 20 P.M. on Monday and Wednesday
8:20P.M. Classes which meet at 8:20P.M. on Tuesday and Thursday -".
If you didn't hear the concert
band Nov. 4th or the stage band
on Nov. 18th, don't miss the
spe cial join t band/chorus
Christmas concert -Dec. 2nd at
8:00 p.m. in the MCC, or the
first performance of the ASC
Woodwind Quintet Sunday,
Nov. 24th at 3:00 P.M. in
Jenkins Hall Auditorium. The
special children's musical
production of "Free to Be You
and Me" sponsored by the
Armstrong National"
Organization for Women and the
Fine Arts Dept. will be
presented Monday, Nov. 25th at
7:30 P.M. in Jenkins Hall
Auditorium.
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It is the policy of the Inkwell to differentiate personal opinion
and editorial opinion on this page by the use of by-lines and the lack
of them respectively. A by-line is the name of the author of the
article prin ted between the headline and the article. Any article with
a by-line expresses the opinion of the author and does not exptess
that of the Inkwell, administration, faculty or student body. Articles





The Board of Regents have often bestowed buildings to needy
campuses throughout Georgia. The circumstances surrounding these
"gifts" are evidence of the ability of a few "guiding fathers" to be as
stubborn as a jammed door. ASC students have had to suffer long
enough from the misapplied good will of these gentlemen.
The new Fine Arts Center that was to openin September, Nas
postponed to January of 1975 and lately was further postponed in
opening, is a very good example of the misappropriate funding we
have received. I Suppose the Fine Arts Department will like its new
home - but did they need the entire facility?
. It's no secret that the Masquers, the ASe drama company, has no
intention of using the facility. Why? Any layman who has even just
glanced over the fmallayout of the theatre of the new facility will
note that there is hardly any room allowed for stage productions and
that indeed the theatre is more like a lecture hall (HA! A ghostly
nightmare of ISO-student core classes?) No room was allowed for
construction of sets in the new theatre. It's no wonder that the
Masquers have decided to remain in Jenkins Hall.
If the Masquers are not to use the Fine Arts Center, woo will?
Obviously the Fine Arts Department felt it essential that the facility
be built, however it might be worth noting a handicapASC students
bear: An overcrowded, understaffed, understocked and
misunderstood Lane Library.
There are some professional educators who believe that
dormitories should be constructed first. The priority of any
remaining capital is invested in a library. Lastly, classrooms are built.
Plainly the priorities have been mixed op here at ASC by the Board
of Regents. They want ASC to remain a small community college,
which means no dormitories. But does this policy also mean that we
can't have a quality library system? I think not.
We have been told that we will receive an extenion onto the
present Lane Library. bu t when? Plainly, the ground was supposed to
have been broken by January 1st, 1975, however the bids for the
contract have not been let. This delay not only means that we will
be without the badly needed room, but also that the entire project
will cost more.
It would seem that in the midst of the Regents' celebration over
granting Georgia State a Law School they could put a little
priority into our needs here at ASC. It is a crime to delay the
completion of the extension one day, much less the several months
that seem to be the rule. If the Regents had shown a little foresight
they might have considered building the extension before they
erected the new Fine Arts Center. But then the Regents don't have
to try to find a seat at II :30 a.m. or try to find one of the seven
thousand volumes we lack (according to American Library
Association standards),or try to use the facility Friday or Saturday
nights. All of these problems can be worked au t, some immediately,
IF the Board shows some speed.
As far as the overcrowding, only the extension can help this, but
the extension of hours could be accomplished by funding the library
a little more justly. If the Board can afford to fund a Law School at
Georgia State. it certainly can afford to keep the Lane Library open
till midnight every day of the week.
I .can not say the Board of Regents is neglecting us, but it
~rtamly does not appear they consider the expansion project that
Important. I can think of nothing more important. I would like to he
able to use the new facility before (leave in two years. If the Board
of Regents believes in books and learning, they will show all due




Last week I presented my
thoughts on a two year degree
and on the effectiveness of
peripheral courses that one must
take to earn a degree. At this
time, I would like to further
discuss the two year degree and
what is inherent within it and
what it might accomplish.
To explain this concept let
) l~I \I
I_ETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor:
This letter is in regards to the
story "Jack and the Marijuana
Stalk". Can't the Inkwell find
something better to do than try
and fantacize on Blacks? We the
Black students of A.S.C. find
this article to be offensive. We as
Blacks arc fighting to com hat
the terrible disease of drug
abuse, and here you arc
fantacizing about a "Child" high
on Marijuana. What 3 hell of a
way to twist <I harmless child's
fairy talc.
In the black community all of
our fathers do not desert us. We
as Blacks do have decent
upstanding parents. So if you
have an ounce of integrity, you
would only write on subjects
that you have some knowledge
of. If you do not have any
intelligent topics to write about.
we would prefer just· seeing
blank p3gCS in (he next issues of
the Inkwell.
Alhertha Fahian
A Spokeswoman or B.A.M.
me go back to the first twelve
years of an individual's
education. First and foremost
our elementary and secondary
schools must undergo drastic
reconstruction. The
teacher-student ratio must be
lowered by building more and
better equipped schools and the
employment of more educators.
We must insure to every student
that they receive the attention
and the evaluation to prevent,
for example, illiterate individuals
from be.iJig swept through the
educational process because
their inabilities have not been
identified and corrected. The
main problem of our elementary
and secondary schools is
effective teaching so that the
next grade will seek to further
educate, rather than have to
make up for the deficiencies in.
the previous year. The question
then arises' who is going to pick
up the tab for th~
improvement? The readers are
dependent upon our politicians
and their concern for those
individuals who can not afford
private schools. Therefore, for a
two year degree to be practical,
basic education must be raised
to higher levels to insure
proficiency or at least a higher
level of comprehension must be
attained.
I believe a two-year degree is
more conducive to an
individual's career than a four
year degree. Under a two year
degree, instead of scattering
. your major over several varying
subjects being unable to claim
mastery in any, you would have
an in-depth and complete study.
For instance a political science
major would not just have one
course of basic political science,
he would have two. Instead of
being required to take only one
course in political theory where
he would lightly skip over
several philosophers, two or
more would be required. In
short your concentration of
study would be almost as
complete as in the masters
program. You would know a
su bject thoroughly and with the
highest possible comprehension.
Also a two year degree would
allow an individual to earn the
equivalent of two degrees in four
years. It would enable a stodent
to learn the most in the shortest
amount of time . the most
precious commodity of all. The
higher concentration of study in
undergraduate work would
enable the masters and doctorate
degrees to be even more
concentrated and bring back the
significance these degrees once
had. If you have determined that
I am in favor of changing the
learning process. improving the
W3Y .10 individual is educated
and putting the most in every
. year of study, you're ri~ll.
Education should be educallon.
Campus'74
The vocation of every student
is to question and ask the
"WHY"! This article is a prelude
to forthcoming editorial
opinions on the various social
events happening within our
county, state and country. To
elaborate for the sake of
throwing out words with
reckless disregard, and possible
damaging consequences, is not
one of my "conscience" efforts;
but those who imparl "social
malady" by chiding actions (or
words) have only themselves to
blame when the social dialect
(the history of bipartisan
americana) of thinking produces
its own Summa Con tra. Do we
question motives arden tty? Do
we pierce "the pie"; Do we use
examples of "surrounding
happenings", as a possible
extension of "happenings"
within our Country? For what
the thinking mind is worth, I
ask: Is the college student in
Savannah being "railroaded"
with panaceas that promise open
door at election time? Is the
student body at Armstrong.
Savannah Stale, being "conned":
Is the money which could be
used for travel (the best degree)
being stuffed into the pockets
of "intellectual racketeers"?
Are the textbooks SO "godJy"
for knowledgable basic academic
insight? The COSI for such texts
takes a "chunk" Out of the
studen ts finances. The costs of
text in total can add up to the
price of One course. Tomorrow
brings new pages to periodicals,
and latest findings say and spell
out yeslerday's knOWledge in
magazines, newspapers, and free
published facts Exorbitant one
quarter texts! A profit into
whose pocket?
Is the "clannish" security of
Armstrong-Savannah, Ga. a
growing realism for young
students: or an extension of
bigoted home influence: Is a
four by four inclosure the
World? Is the home environment
offering constructive,
o pen-minded thinking to
students of Tomorrows
Savannah, Ga.? Does this
student body see its role in
shaping tomorrow's World with
new growing ideas? Shall the
Armstrong-Savannah Slate
Student Body be looked upon as
the "cu te little darlings"
(children seen and not heard)
play ing policeman, fireman,
politician, nurse, teacher-so long
as they "mind their place": So
long as they don't give heartburn
to the oligarchic monopoly that
plans the U 15th' century revival"
under a maturity of moderation.
Let's not play the "English
composition Journalistic Fact
game"; Say it - Do it - Tell it like
it is: Stuff "Mr. Peabody's" on
their academic Toilets: Words
and thoughts, "just so" - the
"cop out" for the last ten years
to the cold facts. To ask what
Oligarchy is?: a respected probe,
bu I it may also be a "word-game
Block" 10 the facts streaming
through the grapevine.
The judicial process ,gave
"freedom of right" to adult, book




While reading recent issues of Like naked! Together! Man, I
the InkweU I have continually could really dig on that! But
COme across material concerning then again on the other hand,
the movement for women's Aristotle thought women were
rights. This caused me much inferior, see, and that the only
curiosity, so I set out seeking place for a woman was at home
SOme campus opinion on the or in bed But man, I could
subject. The names are changed really dig on t~at, too. Geez,
to protect the innocent. HOPUlg, man, for sure ...
of course that innocence still Dr. Esseh Oxford (Professor
exists. These are just a few and local sage): "The theory of
thoughts I heard: women's equality is imminently
Snelda Snerd: "I think valid. However, theory and
Women's Lib is great. But I was practicality are two different
libe I d long time ago. You things. In the evolution of
ra e a kind (I) aI shavesee, a few years ago women man" ., m e
burned their brassieres to be seemingly always been
f B t me I never wore a dominant. And these women
bre
e
.. u Of 'course there was wan t to turn the tide of 50,000
raSSlere., f I ti' in the 20ththe time [ visited my boyfriend years 0 eva u on
at his college dorm, and all the century! akBuI whi, Lnotkl:tt :~:
b ski ho the new women t e over.. 00
poys were a mg w " mess we men have made. There'sguyon the haJJ was. . . . "
Cal" C 01 ( Calvin is one of always room for comproml~.
vm 0 , Gertrude Grundoon (marned
these guys who IS so totally out d I)' "J think Women's Lib
f thi that he's in to stu en .
~ve e~~ :g the back door.): is fantastic. ~asn't it James
"J ry U gd Y d Like Plato Thurber who said women would
t a epen s, ise u and dominate the world?thought women were equal, you n PIt the NOW
kn I th ght men and When went 0
ow? Palo ou . (National Organization of
~~i~~ngt~~~~:r. ~-:: di;,t~:::~ Women) meeting, the girl on the
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.
Letters to the Editor should be typed. preferably on a sixtyspace line.
The deadline for letters is Thursday before the issue in which the letter
will appear. Any later letters will be held to the foUowingweek.
this possibly an appeasement of
words to balance social
convenience with words in Law?
Then let the student body ask:
Why can't Armstrong have its
Own pub? It's own interfaith
chapel? Would an on-campus
pub upset the "country club
fathers" who would have to
contend with the local
syndicated bars in competition?
Savannah is growing and the
heritage of its youth shaJJ be the
owners: as Annstrong grows and
Savannah State grows, perhaps,
the hypocrisy of an 11th
commandment "equal but
separate" will be seen for its
own ignorance.
Why must we grow with
cheap examples of intelligence?
Is Sex the issue at hand with
"aduljbook stores" and massage
parlors? This is the symbolism
and definition of "Adult" that
we give to posterity in this
generation? We are part of
America! A "tree is known by
the fruit it bares"! What are the
examples of such "bookstores"
and massage parlors around the
country in the area of organized
crime? If this is melodrama from
the "Big Cities" - I cite the
recent scandal in Rincon, Ga.
with their chief of police: I cite
the surrounding examples of our
state with the governors concern
on organized crime: and
speaking of "Criminal Justice" .
has anyone voiced, or
demanded, a louder response to
the "WHY" in the dismissal of
Sam Wealherly from the
Chatham County Police Dept.?
Sam Weatherly is a .student on
this Campus!
Is there any harm in
questioning (probing) the paying
of any student activities? I
question the "mania" of quarter
slot games"? Quarters for Skin
Flicks, quarters for games ~what
next . quarter to enter ...the
bookstore or Library? Isn't there
proper security for pingpong .
tables and pool tables . more
quarters? Let's make damn sure
that the slobs behind the rackets
in this town don't "go to
college-ever" !
Why are dormitories such an
issue of negative debate? Only
yesterday tliese fine older folk
were only too willing to let a
seventeen or eighteen year old
live in a barracks or squadbay! A
dorm is a place of student
unison: It's also revenue from
outer state and state residents. Is
there a fear of immoral
"hanky-panky"? The courts
granted the distorted, erotic,
concepts of sex to the public -
what more can dorms do to
what is already happening in this
city, this state, our country!
What the Hell is higher
education - why are we on this
campus? Does education have a
particularism in America- Do we
share anything in common with
students of more elaborate ideas
of other countries? Where are we
going? How are we (this present
student body) a part of its
responsible continuation for
posterity. What and who are the
controls· what's happening with
its financing? The past ten years
have opened these doors. Keep
them Open! Search - look - ask!
The "XYZ" milk funds
should always be questioned and
looked for by the "voting
Stu dent" - some which are tax
paying students. Let us
recognize the realities of life as
the "chess game"· that will
always be played with
anticipation of all moves, and
the inevitable social changes
from within, as well as, the
forces from outside of a smaller
state system within a System.
Will the individuality of
Savannah's heritage be retained
with mature responsible
foresight: or will it become a
"museum showpiece" controlled
by "callous" ou tside forces:
Shall Savannah be drained of its
originality by a "cold, neon,
electronic 1984".1 The abuses of
corruption, crime, ignorance is
the" inevitable in historic time!
With education and preserving
care for posterity, such can be
seen and delt with in the dialect
of social intercourse.
Savannah belongs to the
generation of its students -
students of tomorrow's Amerika!
By John Oeon
tape said she thought women
would rise .up to dominate! I'm
all for it! Why, last night, my
husband flushed my wig down
the toilet. I can't wait until
women rule the world! Will I
ever givehim .. ."
Stu dley Stevens (local







sruff is going 10 their heads. It's
destroying pride and grace in our
society. And the chicks that are
really into it, they're the worst
of all! They are the most
knew-it-all, stuck up... "
Those are just a few of the
comments I heard, and after





afraid to voice my own views. It
seems that for every problem
there is a solution, and that for
every solution, there are two
new problems. Bidding you
. ladies welcome to the world, I
am the voice of the undying
skeptic in all of us.
Peace.
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Rocky is written and printed in an aura of
hwnor.
All similarities of persons, 'pla",s, or things are
purely co-incidental.
Dear Rocky,
The Arab oil sheiks seem to be making the
most of the current economic conditions. Can
you tell me what the Arabs do with all the
moeny they're taking in? I know they don't
just bury it in the sand.
Antwerp- Sadat
Dear Andy,
The Sheiks have it pretty good these days.




You seem to be the hit of the administration
building. All of the administrators seem to have
heard of you and some seem offended. Do you
think you're that well read?
Abe Hoffman
Dear Honest Abe,
I'm glad to hear of my early recognition in
the ontskirts of the campus. Some kind soul
must have taken time to read my column to
the administration. Now if some stodents would
just bother to read it.
Rocky
Dear Rocky,
I wrote my legislator in support of ERA as




As in the past, I refuse to take any public
stand in favor of women's lib. I think if you
took all the women's b'bbera in the world and




I'm a Republican and that's my problem. It
seems that we members of the Grand Did Party
never have a nice day. After President Ford
spent so much time campaigning for our various
senatorial and gubernatorial candidates I just




. I think 'it's time President Ford spent more
tune analyzing his WIN campaign. Jerry spent
close to $750,000 visiting 20 states in the
campaign. I know inflation is rampant but that.
w~s out to about $250,000 per vote he
gamed. In 1976, the GOP intends to let Ford
campaign. for the Democrats. Somehow 1 just
don t believe a message calling for less money
!~be s~ent on food is quite as ef(ective when
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This is an outside entry for the verse of the month by Bob D 1
' I sh th d . ytan.It Just goes 0 ow at reams can be a source of creativit
especiallywhen they are about World War III. ... and this is ho: ~~
goes ....
- TALKING WORLD WAR III BLUES
Sometime ago a crazy dream came to me.
I dreamt I was walkin' into World War Three.
I went to the doctor the very next day
To see what kinda words he could say.
He said it was a bad dream.
I shouldn't worry about it none, though,
They were my own dreams and they're only in my heads
I said. "Hold it, Doc, a world war passed through my brain."
He said, "Nurse. get your pad, this boy's insane."
Hegrabbed my arm,"] said, "Ouch!"
As I landed on the psychiatric couch,
Hesaid, "Tell me about it."
Well,the whole thing started at 3 o'clock fast,
ft wasall over by quarter past.
I was down in the sewer with some little lover
WhenI peeked out from a manhole cover
Wonderingwho turned the lights on.
Well,I got up and walked around
And up and down the lonesome town.
I stood a-wondering which way to go,
I lit a cigarette on a parking meter
And walking on down the road.
It was a normal day.
Well,I rung the fallout shelter bell
And leaned my head and gave a yell,
"Give me a string bean, I'm a hungry man."
A shotgun fired and away I ran.
I don't blame them too much though,
I know I look funny.
Down at the comer by a hot-dog stand
I seen a man, I said, "Howdy friend,
I guess there's just us two."
Hescreamed a bit and away he new.
Thought I was a Communist.
Well,I spied a girl and before she oould leave,
"Let's go and play Adam and Eve,"
I took her by the hand and my heart it was thumpin'
Whenshe said, "Hey man, you crazy or sumpin',
You see what happened the last time they started."
Well, I saw a Cadillac window uptown .
And there was nobody around.
I got into the driver's seat
And drove down 42nd Street'
In my Cadillac.
Good car to drive after a war.
Well, I remember seein' some ad,
So I turned on my Conelrad.
But I didn 't pay my Con Ed bill,
So the radio didn't work so well:
Turned on my record player -
It was Rock-A-Day, Johnny singin',
''Tell your Ma, Tell Your Pa,
Our Loves Are Gonna Grow Oooh-wah, Doh-wah."
I was feelin' kind a lonesome and blue,
Ineede somebody to talk to,
So I called up the operator of time
Just to hear a voice of some kind.
"When you hear the beep
It will be three o'clock."
She said that for over an hour
And I hung up.
Wellthe doctor interrupted me just about then,
Sayin', Hey I've been havin' the same old dreams,
But mine was a little different you see.
I dreamt that the only person left after the war was me.
I didn't see you around."
Well,now time passed and now it seems
Everybody's having them dreams.
Everybody sees themselves walkin' around with no one else.
Hald of the people can be part right all the time,
Some of the people can be all right all the time,
But all the people can't be right all of the lime,
I think Abraham Lincoln said that.



















To Dr. Henry Ashmore: What is
The" Donkey Serenade"?, from
Carol Dixon.
To Carolyn Applegate: Why
do you insist on making these
cruel jokes over some people's
mores?
How many people really
enjoy the Inkwell in its present
form?
To Rocky: Thank you for the
humor in a light-headed form of
responsibility.
Why do these assholes want




To Pat Talley: Thank you for
the lesson in Greek
nomenclature.
*Q., C., & S·R· *
By T .K. Wallace
Lake Ashmore has been the
scene of a massive bubble orgy.
The trial was exciting rna,
you should have been there.
ASC WHAT HAS BECOME
OF YOUR VALUES'
We the member of the Black
American Movement are"
shocked and appaled at the
articles in the last few issues of
the Inkwell. We feel that the
Inkwell has been exploting the
Black students on campus
through the use of a literary
source, that is being financed by
our activity fees.
The article that appeared in
last week's edition was one of
particular concern because it
made statements and comments
that we as Black students on
campus. view as derogatory and
Ford No Friend Of The Environment
The League of Conservation
Voters and the Friends of the
Earth have found President Ford
no friend of the environment.
The organizations recently
released an analysis of Gerald
Ford's voting record on
environmental issues while he
was a member of the House of
Representatives.
According to the analysis,
only two members of Congress
from 1961 to 1970 had a worse
voting record on environmental .
issues than Ford did. And in
1971 Ford was ranked 322nd
out of the 435 House members
with a rating of 17 out of a
possible 100.
On 10 major votes stressed by
the environmentalists in the
1960's, Ford voted "right" only
once, voting against a bill to
reduce funds for several Army
Corps of Engineers projects. The
bill passed anyway.
Ford's ecological faux pas
included his support for the
following: supersonic transport
(SST); atomic testing in Alaska;
$315 million to bury radioactive
. wastes in a Kansas salt mine; the
use of nuclear underground
explosions to release natural gas;
pipeline construction through
national parks; cutting funds to
fight water pollution; increasing
the logging permitted in national
forests, and the Alaska pipeline.
Ford voted against: pesticide
controls; the right of individuals
to sue on environmental issues;
the expansion of wildlife
preserves, and mass transit
l while supporting highway
construction).
Since becoming President,
Ford has indicated" he is still
against mass transit subsidies and
has no plans to sign any public
transportation bill over $11
billion.
"As a Michiganer with the
name of Ford," he said recently,
"I am not going to say anything
unkind about automobiles."
degrading. Again we would like
to mention that we are shocked
that this type of exploitation
and blatent prejudice would be
prin ted in a college newspaper
for intelligent people to read. We
will except no less than a formal
apology for this gross injustice.
BAM.
SNIDE REMARKS
Marvin Lewis is probably the
only lawyer in the country who
specializes in representing
women who sue for damages
becau-se they claim that their
accidents have made them
sexually voracious. Last year,
Lewis won a $50,000 decision
for a 25 year old San Francisco
woman who maintained' that an
injury she received in a cable car
accident increased her sexual
appetite. Now , in Santa Ana,
Calif. he is representing a
forty-seven year old mother of
seven who brought suit against a
health spa, claiming that she
became promiscous after having
been trapped in a sauna, for
ninety minutes, three years ago.
Lewis insists that the trauma
from the incident turned his
client,' Maria 'Parsons from a
staid ghurch goer to a habitual
barroom pickup who has had
sexual relations with more than







Di 0 you heAr about the p",':>On€.y;cha"5'-
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"n<1 you Ott b!(c\<'-thre€. criminals!! ~
o IH~
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disclaimer at the top of the
column stating that aU names in
the column were purely ficitous.
In his closing comments, Mr.
Puckett noted that of all the
complaintants, only one member
of Alpha Gamma Delta had
. talked with him before
complaints were sent to the
Pu blications Board. Mr. Puckett
said that the Publications Board
should be used as a last resort
only.
After a short question and
answer session. Dean Buck
closed the open session of the
meeting with a reiteration ofMr.
Puckett's feeling that the
Pu blications Board should be
used as a last resort only. Dean
Buck then dismissed the
spectators so that the Board
could reach its decision.
After approximately thirty
minutes, the spectators - were
allowed back in to the meeting to
hear the board's decision that no
action would be taken against
the editor of the Inkwell. Dean
Buck stressed 1he board's hope
that the Inkwell would make a
better effort to cover all
segments of the campus news,
and the meeting was adjourned.
Photos By Richard Sommers




Perhaps the heyday of
riverboat queens and
adventurous sea-loving lads like
Huck Finn have dwindled, but
the spirit of the showboat is
kept alive in Savannah through
Captain Samuel Stevens and his
present ladies of the water,The
Waving Girl and the Harbor
Queen.
Stevens, who has been a
resident of Savannah since the
age of five, traces his beginnings
in boating to his earlier positions
in the Corps of Engineers and
the Coast Guard. "During the
time that I was in the Coast
Guard they used to have a boat
here, the Cleavland, that was
running excursions to Beaufort,
Hilton Head and on that line but
during the war (WWII) they cut
it out. I just felt that there was a
need for a boat here in Savannah
for seeing all the things along the
river and for outside trips." In
1950 Captain Stevens bought his
first tour boat, the Visitor,
which ran for the following
sixteen years. In the early sixties
she carried school children up
and down the Savannah River,
touring all the historic points of
interest. The program, sponsored
by the Board of Education,
stopped a few years later
because of the lack of funds for
bus transportation for the
children to and from the
waterfron t.
Aft e r the Visitor's
discontinuation in 1966,
Savannah welcomed a new tour
boat. The boat had been
previously owned by a certain
Me.' Maid who was connected
with the New York's World Fair
and thus the name Fairmaiden.
"I felt that the Fairmaiden
meant nothing to Savannah and
I wanted some name that was
historical as far as the city was
concerned. I pu t an article in the
paper for suggestions and got
around 3,POO or more names on
the WavingGirl." Six years after
the Waving Girl was initiated
into the river, the Harbor Queen
(which is the boat's original
name) joined her.
Both boats run one regular
tour from 12:00 until 2:00 in
the afternoon, with the
exception of the waterfront's
First Saturdays then they run
every two hours. The admission
;s $:/:.SQ for adults and $1.50 for
children under twelve. Although
the minimum passenger quota is
fifteen, at times there has been a
few who were willing to pay the
difference. Captain Stevens or
one of his two associates -
Captain Robert Lewis, his
newphew and Captain Calude
Holmes - provide an oral guide
to the Savannah River's historic
and con temporary sites. They
point ou t such places as the
public exchange buildings, the
Trustee's Garden, the Harbor
Lighthouse, Yamacraw Bluff
where Oglethrope landed, Forts
Wayne and Jackson, and the
original place where the waving
girl stood looking seawards.
The boats are also open for
charter trips at $450 for every
four hours. These. charters
usually visit such places as
Vernon View, Hilton Head,
Daufuskie Island, Beaufort, and
throughout the inland
waterways. The boats are
sometimes chartered by
conventions, church groups who
have performed sumise services,
wedding ceremonial groups and
other organizations. When asked
whether or not he could perform
the marriages, Captain Stevens
stated, "No, I'm only good for
the duration of the trip. They
would be a1right on the boat but
once they got off they wouldn't·
be married anymore."
The boats also act as ferries
for the people of Daufuskie
Island. Every Tuesday of the
month the people are carried to
the mainland : to do their
shopping and their errands and
then returned to the island.
With their peak touring season
in April through Labor Day in
September, the boats are usually
pulled out during the winter for
repainting and repairs. It's
required by the Coast Guard to
pull the wooden Harbor Queen
out once a year. Although the
WavingGirl is steel and need not
be pulled out but once every
three years, she is repaired every
eighteen months.
The boats have surprisingly
never been used for fishing
except for .one. particular
instance during a convention
that took place at the Savannah
Inn and Country Club. The
wives of the men were supplied
with fishing gear and taken
through the inland waterways
while their husbands held an
afternoon meeting. Captain
Steven's sole purpose is to run
the tours though. "I don't do
much fishing. I get more of a
kick out of people having their
fun."
Captain Stevens, a member of
the Waterfront Association,
promotes his tours through
brochures, billboards and other
media in conjunction with the
shops along the water. He has
found that this joint advertising
benefits all of those who belong
to the Association.
Captain Stevens contributes
to the anti-pollution movements
concerning the river.throughhis
tours and services. "Years ago
the river was muddy and full of
poUution. You don't fmd the
debrie like you used to. We do
what we can as far as our boats
are concerned .. We make sure
that nothing is swept overboard
that could cause the pollution."
The Mississippi's Della Queen
was recently closed for
demolition because of her
consistenacy to carry more than
her allotted persons. Some have
expressed sentiment and loyalty
toward the riverboat. Captain
Stevens offered this comment:
"They're building another one
now. They're shutting her down'
because she's wooden and any
boat that's wooden can carr)'
only ISO people. The Coast
Guard thinks it's not safe and
they're passing a new law and
she comes under it. I think I can
go along with the CoastGuard.I
can see the reasoning for
wan ling to keep it but it's not
safe." Even Captain Stevens'
office is on the river and his
fascination with the water is
evident. "I spend 75% of my
time on the water. I don't think
I can pin it down to anything
other than that I've been on it a
long time and I just love it. 1'",
lost away from it"
Captain Stevens is presentlY
planning for some
advancements for Savannah
through his boat. "I've been
recently looking into the
possibility of a three decker
showboat, a dinner boat. 1''''
thinking in terms of it holding
five hundred people." The spirit
is there and it won't be long
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Masquers'Medea - Critic's Choice
A drama in two acts by
Robinson Jeffers. Directed by
John Schower. Settings by Ken
McKinnel. Costume designs by
Jo Stoffel. Music by ASC stage
band under the direction of
Stephen Brandon. Production
assistance by Joseph Mydell.
·CASf:
Nurse, Peg Wagner; Tutor, Neil
Babbs; Children, Peter Way,
Danny Blitch; First woman,
Claudette Warlick; Second
Woman, 'Carol Dixon; Third
Woman, Vickie Martin; Medea,
Karen Boles; Creon, Mark
Newkirk; Soldiers, Tom
Maddox, John Marlin; Jason,
Joe Jones; Jason's slave, Britt
Hollingsworth; Aegeus, Joseph
Mydell; Attendants to Medea,
Carol Hollingsworth, Susan
Matthews.
The Inkwell billed Medea as
one of the most chalJanging
productions ever to be.
undertaken at Armstrong. After
witnessing the opening night
production, I believe that the
Masquers met the challange well.
The set appeared to be vel)'
simple, yet I know it took many
That's Life
The cynic is one who knows the rwk:e of
everything and the velue of nothing.
Oscar Wilde
That's life Insurance
Why IOrt through t;he rumors when the
facts .. lIS near _ your phone. Call me to-
day. My office is convenientty located for
between cia. consultations.
Jull .. W. "Jay MorenoJr.
352·7895
440 Mall Blvd., Suite A
M0NY
MUTUAL OF NEW YORK
The UUluall,le Insurance Company 01 New York
Teachers •••
Get A "tax break" while
supplementing your pension
plan. Ask for details
q)el Keny(Jtl C.LU.
SUite500 - Trust Com~ny a.nk Building
5av.nnllh. Ga. 31401 23604236




hours of planning and labor to
bring off such an effect. It was
exactly what the play needed.
The painted dropback was so
realistic that I felt I could go on
stage and touch the Corinth
mountains.
Peg Wagner was excellent in
her role as the nurse. She was on
stage almost the entire evening
and did a fine job of introducing
the setting and keeping the
audience informed. Her
costume, as well as most of the
others, was precisely righ t for
the part; it len t an air of
professional theatre to the
Armstrong stage.
Karen Boles made her first
appearance at Armstrong and I
hope she will be back again. As
Medea she made the transition
between sanity and insanity
often and well. She was
believable enough to leave many
ofus advocating her" murderous
logic. She seemed to respond
especially well to another
newcomer, Joseph MydeJl. As
the Athenian Aegeus, Mr. MydeJl
gave us a short bu t memorable
performance. Not only did Ms.
Boles respond well to him, the
entire cast and audience seemed
to realize they were witnessing a
special performance.
A host of other well done
performances were turned in
also. Joe Jones proved that
experience reaps benefits. He did
a fine job as Jason made a good
adversary for Ms. 'Boles' Medea.
Mark Newkirk stili has a sligh t
diction problem although he is
much improved from his last
performance. The children of
Medea and Jason, Peter Way and
Danny Blitch, were never caught
out of character and followed
the onstage action as they
should. I must admit that it was
difficult to accept two
blonde-haired blue-eyed sons as
products of a white Jason and a
black Medea.
Claudette Warlick, Carol
Dixon, and Vickie Martin were
the omnipresent women of
Corinth. Although Ms. Warlick
stumbled over some of her lines,
she and ,"the other women
reacted to the action as they
were supposed to. Their
costumes were among the best in
the show, even better than
Medea in Act I. I think they
were too loud with their wailing
during the last few minutes of
Lukat's
.n·:11.-' J f." '"J' rn .,."...
11509 ABERCORN EXT. next to Esquire Lounge
PHONE 925·2286
the play; it detracted from the
rest of the dialogue.
Although John Martin and
Tom Maddox didn't have any
speaking lines, they played their
roles as soldiers quite in
character. They were subservient
to their leaders and a terror to
the others; they remained erect
and domineering far the entire
time they were on stage and
were able to display good
characterizations without the
benefit of lines.
The offstage killing of Creon
and Creusa was a chilling
experience. I think that not
being able to see any of the
murders compounded their
intensity and shock value. This,
of course, is a challenge to the
actors who must inform the
audience of the murders. The
audience was, however, able to
see the -dead children .end it
almost detracted from the
intensity created by their death.
The blood was too red also, and
obviously fake.
The cast for Medea was large
and it's impossible to treat
everyone individually, but even
those I didn't mention have my
congratulations for contributing
to the performance. Any of the
complaints I have are immaterial
when compared to the overall
effect of the performance. I
thought the overall play was
excellent and a good choice" for a
season's opening.
The opening night audience
was large and receptive. It
appeared that there were more
non-students than students. I'm
glad to see that the community
is supporting the Masquers', but
it's disappointing to see so little
support from the college
community. Hopefully, the rest
of the run of the show will draw
better. If you missed this
season's opener you missed an
evening's entertainment that
can't be matched anywhere in
the Savannah area. If. the
Masquers' can do as good a job
the rest of the season as they did
with Medea, it will be one of




DOWNTOWN We have received our complete
Fall line of Oothing, Furnishings and ShOes.It is an
exciting and interesting grouping. We would like you to
drop in and take a look - at your convenience. Feel
free to use your aIARGECARDS.
ALAN BARRY'S
26 West Broughton
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()f?()r~f?IrClulwf?ill:
cI1nd dfli dlI(Uiic ...
Ihirty minutes of brilliant
conversation were lost because an
interviewer recorded the event
on the shiny side, that is, the
wrong side of a cassette. Not
willing to accept the unhappy
burdens of this fate, that brave
soul frantically tried [0 invert
the tape, re-record the muddled
evidence onto other tapes.
re-wire the tape machine,
amplify and alter the speed of
the replay, without much
success; all was lost on the
Trautwein tape. As usual,
however, the memory of all
things worth remembering
comes through, and certainly in
the case of a celebrated
conductor at Armstrong Sra te
College. Of course, I am
speaking of George Trautwein,
newly appointed conductor of
the Savannah Sumphony and
associate professor of music at
Armstrong.
Having made his professional
debut as a seventeen year old
violinist with the Indianapolis
Symphony, Dr. Trautwein has
since served as violinist in such
Widely acclaimed symphonic
organizations as the Baltimore,
Washington, D.C., and Cleveland
Symphony Orchestra under the
direction .of such maestri as
Bruno Walter, George Szell,
Leopold Stowkowski, and
Leonard Bernstein. After
studying under Bernstein and
Koussevitzky at the famed
Tanglewood Institute, Dr.
Trautwein was awarded a
Fullbright grant to study at the
Mozarteum Academy in Austria.
(Remember Wolgang?) His early
conducting experiences included
workiilg in the operat theatre at
Indiana University, notably as
the Assistant Conductor of the
annual "Parsifal" production. He
became Widely known as
associate conductor of the
renowned Oberlin Ope",
Theatre, and as musical director
of the Sioux Falls (South
Dakota) Philharmonic Orchestra,
a position which he has retained
together with his positions- in
Savannah.
In spite of overhwelming
praise, Dr. Trautwein has not
been tainted by the overtones of
symphonic snobbery. Although
he was educated at both a
conservatory (Oberlin College)
and a liberal arts institution,
(Indiana University), he vouches
for the greater advantages of
having a liberal arts education.
Naturally, the conservatory
musician may achieve a higher
level of proficiency in
performance on his or her
particular instrument, but he or
she will most certainly lack the
musical "literacy" and broad
understanding. that generally
accompanies the liberal arts
education.
When asked if orchestras were
superior to bands, Dr. Trautwein
replied that the orchestra was
most definitely superior to the
band because the band, first of
all, has a very "limited
repertoire", and secondly,
lacked the. indispensable string
section. He declared that the
orchestra is able to produce a
greater variety of color effects
and that although a lot of
contemporary literature for
wind band is available, almost no
music from the Romantic era
has been composed originally for
band. By contrast, the greater
part of the orchestra's repertoire
comes from me Romantic
. period. He added that orchestras
perform very little music from
the Baroque; the main reason
being that most of the early
music was written for a kind of
"sublimated ,chamber
orchestra". He stated also that
df Conducto'l-
Baroque music IS very
demanding and too complex for
even the most "adept"
orchestras to perform. Besides,
the can tinued, "General
audiences identify more with
middle Beethoven, that is, the
fifth and the seventh
symphonies, early
Impressionism, and the music of
the Russian school, particularly
Tschaikovsky.
Although Dr. Trautwein is a
"classically-trained" musician,
he has high regard for the
so-called. "jazz" musician. "Its
rhythmic complexities and its
tremendous demands on the
musician's ability to improvise"
make jazz as difficult or more
difficult to perform and
understand than the music of
the masters.
Out of all his experiences as a
performer, conductor, and
teacher, Dr. Trautwein enjoys
performing the most. He
mentioned that the most
outstanding orchestras in his
experience were the Chicago
Symphony, the Philadelphia
Orchestra, the Berlin
Philharmonic, and many of the
English orchestras. He asserted
that American orchestras were in
fact more versatile than the
European orchestras and
therefore, in that respect, were
better, He especially admires
conductors Fortwangler and Sir
Thomas Beecham. (Sorry
Leonard.)
In addition to the regular
concert series, Dr. Trautwein
plans to present several special
musical events this season. The
Savannah Symphony will
present a number of "period"
concerts commemorating the'
many historic landmarks in the
city, and a Pops Concert in the
Spring. A newly-organized
thirty-five piece chamber
orchestra will be performing this
year also, and the entire
orchestra will perform a
"Holiday Concert" with the
Savannah Symphonic Chorale.
In addition, Dr. Trautwein will
offer a series of lectures at
Armstrong. as part of our
community services while the
Savannah : Sum phony Society
will sponsor a series of "Music
Appreciation" concerts for
senior citizens.
As if coordinating the
activities of a symphony
orchestra were not enough, Dr.
. Trautwein must also be the
conductor. The greatest
challenge of being a conductor,
he declared, was to bring out
"an extension of oneself" in the
music, and .. at the same time,
communicate the essence of the
great minds that produced it in
the first place.
Well, now that we know we
have a conductor who will truly
be "reaching out" to audiences,
all we need is a positive response
from the people to make this
symphony season an artistically








Drayton and Harris Sts.
ACROSS FROM DeSOTO HILTON
JilTl~()ut
by Ronny George
On Saturday, November 9
sports fans watched several of
the top ten college football
teams bumped off. Television
audiences were held on the edge
of their seats as they watched
Michigan State edge out Ohio
Slate only because of time
running out. Because of this loss
O.S.U. has dropped in "the
ratings to number 3 or 4
I depending on which poll yO~use, A.P. or U.P.!. More thanooe fan has asked, "What thehell does this mean?" Roughly
I spealtiog a teams rankingdepends on who they are, how
I
many points they score, and
who they play. The main
emphasis however. seems to be
on the number of games you win
and who you beat. The poin t I
lam driving at is: Is this systemfair? The boards consist of'J coaches and sports writers who,
granted, should be in a position
to judge if they keep personal
bias ou t of their decisions. Even
honest opinion is not enough if
I you consider the fact that wehave two number one teams inthe country, Alabama and
Oklahoma. It all depends on
which poll you like.
Many teams that were upset
on Saturday, November 9 had
accepled bowl bids and were
upset by weaker teams, Florida
being a classic example (Sorry
about that Georgia fans). This
lends some light to the
argument that invitations are
sent out too early to the bowls
to insure fans of the best teams
that can appear. It is ridiculous
to pick teams this lime in the
season, since anything can
happen in the last few games.
What I am thinking of is a
play-off system similar to the
one used in the N.C.A.A. at the
end of it's basketball season.
Granted this would end some of
the traditional bowl games, but I
feel that the advantages of an
undisputed champion would
outweigh the passions it would
create.
The different bowls could
alternate between the hosting of
the championship with the
others hosting the playoffs
between the major conference
champs. An example could be
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Coach Bedwell recently
released a list or"
information which will
interest you Sports buffs
who, don't like body
con tact. A regional
tournament will be held of
the Recreation Committee
As~ocjation of College
Unions at the University of
Florida on Feb. 6, 7, and 8.
The events in this
tournament include men's






(doubles and single), and a
new feature, the National
BOWling Team
Championship. These are
sponsored by the National
Bowling Council. Chess is
also on the list of activities
that will be offered there.
These. tournaments are
open to students at
Armstrong, with no formal






If anyone is interested in
this tournament please get
in contact with Coach
Bedwell, his office is located
in the gym and he will be
happy to answer any
questions you have about it.
Anyone interested in chess
at this event is asked to get
in contact with Dr.





the Rose Bowl hosting the Pac. 8
and Big 10 champions with the
Cotton Bowl having the SWC
and Big 8 teams. The Sugar Bowl
could sponsor the SEC and ACC
champs. The Orange Bowl then




.Basketball Teams Entry for (I) All team members must
Men and Women. The deadline have .the same color of jerseys.
for entry is January 7, 1975. (2) All jerseys must have
Some specific for these teams numbers
are: (3) IV's will be checked
before the first game.
Congratulations to the Polo team of Phi Kappa Theta on winning the water polo championship with 4 wins and no
defeats. The rest of the teams came in as follows: Pi Kappa Phi had three wins and one loss; Pike won two and lost
two; the Wasps won one and lost three; end Sigma Nu made a determined effort to lose all four games. Phi Kappa
Theta is the first fraternity to win this championship in the history of A.s.c. water polo.
Four Losers On A Limb














UetA SIl. c.I. So.Cal.·
Arizona misses the cat. Come
home soon...
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